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Lenders are raising loan sizes

Welcome mat is dusted off for interest-only mortgages

Anna Mikhailova Published: 16 February 2014

BORROWERS are finding it easier to obtain interest-
only home loans as lenders relax the rules on the
controversial mortgages.

In the last housing boom, interest-only deals were
popular with cash-strapped first-time buyers who
could not afford capital repayments.

However, the loans — branded a “ticking timebomb”
by the City regulator — were withdrawn by many
high-street lenders after the credit crunch. Those that
continued to offer them imposed strict criteria that
excluded most borrowers.

Now the tide appears to be turning. From tomorrow,
Clydesdale bank will extend its maximum interest-
only loan size from £1m to £1.5m.

It offers a two-year fix at 2.59% with a £1,999 fee for
loans of £1m to £1.5m. Borrowers need deposits of
50% unless they have equity in another property or
investments, in which case a 40% deposit is sufficient.

Leeds building society, which offers interest-only deals
for borrowers with a minimum 50% deposit, increased

its maximum loan size last week from £750,000 to £1m.

Ian Gray of the broker Largemortgageloans said: “Lenders are gradually returning to the interest-only market. If you have 50% equity in your
house and a good savings plan, it is possible to get a loan.”

Not everyone is following the trend, though. “Some, such as Nationwide, still ban on interest-only lending to new customers,” said Gray.

There are 24 lenders offering interest-only loans today, up from 10 three months ago, according to the data firm Moneyfacts. They include
Santander, Woolwich, Investec and Metro bank.

Most of these are aimed at wealthier borrowers. Ray Boulger of the broker John Charcol said: “Santander will consider interest-only on loans
worth up to £2.5m and Woolwich up to £3m.”

Mark Harris of the broker SPF Private Clients added: “It can make sense for borrowers with irregular income patterns, such as bonuses.”
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